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SMARTER AUTHENTICATION.
Secure solutions tailored to your user groups. 

ELIMINATE THE HEADACHE OF  
MANAGING MULTIPLE VENDORS.

From desktop login and cloud single sign-on  
to privileged access, the IntelliTrust cloud  
authentication service enables all of your  
existing and future use cases for all of your  
users —  from one platform.

Over 20 years
of trusted identity
solution experiences

Serving global 
organizations
from world  
governments
to digital business 
innovators

An innovative,
end-to-end solution

IntelliTrust™

“Support for a large  
number of authenticators, 
virtual smart cards, an 
advanced risk engine, and 
industry-leading inclusion  
of cyber threat intelligence 
put IntelliTrust on the short 
list for cloud-delivered  
MFA capabilities.”

- KuppingerCole Leadership Compass 
  October 2018

Entrust Datacard 
authentication solutions 
secure more than 40  
million users for our 
customers worldwide.
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ONE AUTHENTICATION PLATFORM TAILORED TO ALL YOUR USER COMMUNITIES

CORE EXTENDED

KNOWLEDGE WORKERS
O�ce employees and remote workers

FRONT LINE WORKERS
Blue Collar, Pink Collar Employees

EXTERNAL USERS
Customers and Partners

Modern authentication for users in
 and out of apps throughout their day.

Simple to use, cost e�ective
authentication for infrequent
access to company systems.

• HR/Employee Portals
• Schedules, Project Status
• Physical ID/Access

Secure onboarding and flexible
digital access for external 

user communities.

• Customer Portals 
   (Online Accounts)
• Partner/Contractor Portals

• VPN Access
• SaaS and On Prem Apps
• Workstation/VDI Login
• Physical Access
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V. A Vendor I Can Trust
The key to your organization’s digital transformation is choosing the right authentication solution 
partner, and Entrust Datacard has been a leader in trusted identity for more than 20 years. 

Our strong authentication solutions offer the capabilities, assurance levels, deployment options and 
mobile innovations you need to enable digital business — and protect what’s important to you.

The breadth of our portfolio, including on-premises, virtual appliance and cloud-based authentication 
solutions, allows you to trust one solution partner for all of your identity needs. And our commitment to 
continuous innovation means we are with you every step of the way, from where you are today to the 
realization of your ideal digital enterprise.

20
YEARS

Over 20 years 
of trusted identity 

solution experiences

Serving global organizations 
from world governments 

to digital business innovators

With an innovative, 
end-to-end solution
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About Entrust Datacard Corporation

Consumers, citizens and employees increasingly expect anywhere-anytime experiences — whether 
they are making purchases, crossing borders, accessing e-gov services or logging onto corporate 
networks. Entrust Datacard offers the trusted identity and secure transaction technologies that 
make those experiences reliable and secure. Solutions range from the physical world of financial 
cards, passports and ID cards to the digital realm of authentication, certificates and secure 
communications. With more than 2,000 Entrust Datacard colleagues around the world, and a 
network of strong global partners, the company serves customers in 150 countries worldwide.

Corporate Headquarters

U.S. Toll-Free Phone: 888-690-2424 
International Phone: +1-952-933-1223

info@entrustdatacard.com  
entrustdatacard.com

Entrust Datacard, Datacard, Secura, Adaptive Issuance, Data Preparation and Process, PB500 and the hexagon 
design are trademarks, registered trademarks and/or service marks of Entrust Datacard Corporation in the United 
States and/or other countries. ©2018 Entrust Datacard Corporation. All rights reserved. AT 19-1028 001

WHY INTELLITRUST?
Secure solutions tailored to your user groups.

   PASSWORD AUTHENTICATION
   Secure access with a top analyst- rated solution proven across critical banking, government  
   and healthcare infrastructures for more than 25 years. 

   EASY DEPLOYMENT
   Point and click provisioning and out-of-the-box integrations support a variety of on-premise  
   and cloud applications.

   EFFORTLESS USE
   Behind-the-scenes enables effortless login to workstations and apps, and even open secure  
   doors with just their phones. 

   SIMPLE MANAGEMENT
   Intuitive, risk-based policy creation, configurable user roles and robust reporting that provides  
   critical insights into your user security profile. 

Flexibility to provision different authentication 
methods for different users and requirements.

You have choices when it comes to authentication 
methods. Depending on varying factors such as asset 
being accessed, the device being used and the level of 
technical ability of the user, you may want to choose 
different authentication methods. Various options include:

Cloud-Based Authentication - Buyer's Guide
Helping you Navigate the Possibilities

i. A choice of authentication methods

It’s important to have a choice when it comes to authentication methods. Depending on varying factors 
such as the asset being accessed, the device the asset is being accessed from and the level of technical 
ability of the user accessing the device, you may want to choose different methods of authentication. 
Various options include:

Your authentication solution provider should offer you as many authentication options as possible.  
To help reduce operation costs, make sure that authenticators can be managed by end users and alternate  
authenticators of equivalent strengths can be configured for accessing specific applications and assets. 

ii. Modern, multi-level authentication approaches

The most secure authentication solutions will also offer multi-level authentication, which is crucial in cases 
such as transaction approvals. Types of multi-level authentication include:

• Device reputation: Recognizes and detects fraud across internet devices based on patterns to stop fraud and  
 abuse in real time, prior to login. This allows you to verify the integrity of a device before a trusted identity is   
 provisioned to a user. Ex: BYOD and mobile precheck

• Transactional analytics and behavioral biometrics: Analyzes points of user interaction, such as frequency  
 of logins, adding an abnormal number of payees or different touch/swipe motion on a mobile device,  
 to gain a complete picture of potentially fraudulent behavior.

• Step-up authentication: If risk is elevated for a user, it’s important to enable step-up authentication that  
 is still frictionless for the end user such as mobile push authentication, touchID or Bluetooth wireless login. 
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